Abstract -The gravitational description given for an electric charge on the basis of exact solution of the Einstein-Maxwell equations eliminates Coulomb divergence. The internal pulsating semiconfined world formed by neutral dust is smoothly joined with parallel Reissner-Nordstrem vacuum worlds via two static bottlenecks. The charge, rest mass, and electric field are expressed in terms of space curvatures. The internal and external parameters of the maximon, electron, and the universe form a power series.
INTRODUCTION
Elementary particles are treated as point objects in planar spacetime. Their internal structure can be considered in the space of the general theory of relativity (GTR), whose curvature is equivalent to the gravitational field [1] .
Initially, Einstein planned, first, to geometrize physical fields and their sources and, second, to represent the discreteness of spacetime as well as parameters of elementary particles, their nonlocalizability and stochastic behavior (quantum effects) as manifestations of properties of a "continuous" gravitational field.
This study provides a simple example illustrating the possibility of implementation of the first part of this program. The internal structure of an electric charge is described on the basis of the exact solution to the Einstein-Maxwell equations for a nonstationary centrosymmetric dustlike matter (dust) and an electric field [2] .
It should be noted that the second part of the program has not been realized as yet; i.e., the quantum behavior of elementary particles has neither been described in a nonlinear geometrized theory nor interpreted, and the spin has not been taken into account; the solution obtained for an electric charge cannot be extended to real charged elementary particles (electron, proton, etc.). We will only consider the description of geometry of an abstract electric charge whose charge and rest mass coincide with the corresponding quantum numbers of the real electron, maximon, universe, etc.
This solution clarifies the meaning of two universal constants, viz., electric charge e and rest mass m 0 , which are found to be first integrals of the EinsteinMaxwell equations (integrals of motion) and which can be determined from the spacetime curvatures at any point of the spacetime.
The procedure in which a source of gravitational field (energy-momentum tensor of matter appearing on the right-hand side of the equations) must be specified "manually" has been usually regarded as poor since Einstein's time. For this reason, the possibility of complete geometrization of physical fields is considered as dubious.
The solution obtained here shows that this is not quite correct. We specify only the "filling" of the system to be studied (matter, physical fields and interactions, the presence of charges, pressure, rotation, torsion, etc.). Then, in view of the nonlinearity and selfconsistency of the Einstein system of equations and equations for potentials of physical fields, all physical parameters of the system (densities, velocities, and field strengths) are expressed in terms of geometry as a result of the solution of such a system of equations.
In contrast to the linear situation, which is responsible in all probability for such an attitude to the Einstein equations with a right-hand side, it is impossible in the general case to characterize the properties of the functions satisfying the nonlinear equations prior to their solution in view of the absence of a superposition principle. A nonlinear equation has no "source" or the "right-and left-hand sides" in the linear sense.
It is also equally important that the spacetime curvature eliminates the main disadvantage of theories in the Minkowski spacetime, viz., Coulomb divergence of the field of a point charge, which generates divergences in the existing quantum theories.
Strictly speaking, a planar space must be empty, since if the Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensor is zero, the conservative Einstein tensor must also be zero, as well as the energy-momentum tensor of matter and, hence, the densities and potentials of physical fields.
In addition, this solution at last clarifies the reason for the prevailing concept of negligibility of gravitational effects over the classical length (due to the extremely small value of the gravitational radius as compared to the classical radius), as well as the idea that gravitational interaction (spacetime curvature) becomes significant either over limiting lengths in the
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Moscow Engineering Physics Institute, Moscow, 115409 Russia e-mail: khlestkov@yandex.ru microworld (such as Planck's length) or over the scale of the universe in the macro-and megaworlds. The reason appears paradoxical: such a situation in vacuum (vanishing smallness of the "potential gravitational field" as compared to the potential electric field of an isolated stationary point charge, m 0 / r 2 Ӷ e / r 2 , where k is the gravitational constant) is explained precisely by the large "gravitational mass defect" due to the strong gravitational field (large spacetime curvature) inside the charge, which reduces the energy of charge in vacuum observed from outside (from the "Newtonian" point of view, the gravitation field possesses a sort of "negative energy").
The gravitational interaction, in accordance with its definition, is universal and is manifested over any length, mapping physical fields on geometry [1] .
A brief review of the literature concerning this problem in GTR and the reason for which a rigorous solution of the problem of the source of electric charge and rest mass of a particle could not be obtained earlier are given in the Appendix.
FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
Let us suppose that the gravitational field in a centrosymmetric orthogonal nonstationary metric [1] (in the τ , r , θ , ϕ coordinates)
(1) in a synchronous comoving frame of reference is defined by the energy-momentum tensor, whose mixed components are given by which corresponds to ideal dustlike generally charged matter with a charge density ρ f , energy density ε s ( τ , r ), and electromagnetic field with energy density ε f ( τ , r ).
The system of the Einstein-Maxwell equations in the given case can be written in the form
(we assume that the cosmological term is zero). Here, = ∂ R / ∂ τ , R ' = ∂ R/∂r, and κ = 8πk/c 4 is the Einstein constant.
The general solution to the Cauchy problem depends on three arbitrary functions of r, viz., integrals of motion corresponding to the initial distribution of energy density ε s (0, r) of matter, charge density ρ f (0, r), and radial velocity β r (0, r), which is defined for τ = 0.
For such functions, we can choose [2] the electric charge in the form the total energy of matter in the form , and the function where Q 0 and E 0 are constants and q = ρ f /ε s .
In terms of these quantities, we can express the energy densities of matter and field [2]:
The solution to the Einstein-Maxwell equations is obtained in the cases when one of the arbitrary functions of r becomes constant [2] . There exist three types of solutions, where is the gravitational radius, is the classical (electromagnetic) radius, and is the so-called critical radius.
In the given problem, we are interested in the first type of solutions with a constant electric charge Q 0 . In this case, ρ f = 0; i.e., the dust is neutral. An interesting situation arises: charge Q 0 is an integral of motion of a neutral gravitating matter and, in turn, generates an electromagnetic field with energy density ε f and field Ṙ Q r ( ) 4π ρ f e λ/2 R 2 r Q 0 , 
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